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Sing along with Ranbir Kapoor and
Katrina Kaif the love anthem "Tera
Hone Laga Hoon" from the movie.
in the original: Across the
ocean/To the islands Your love my
dear On the islands, in your land of
love / Mariana. "Thoughts" 2.11
Each of our actors and their
characters has an absolute proper
name. The names of the actors and
the titles of the scripts are 100%
correct, as are the names of the
characters. After all, the
understanding of who exactly says
or does this or that action depends
on them. 3.11 It seems to me quite
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funny the situation when Russian
actors and Russian words in any
film do not seem to match, and
there is no such film in which
Russian names and Russian titles
would be correct. For that, in the
original film, everything is clear.
4.11 One of the highlights of this
film for me was a very simple thing
- REALITY. And her special,
unusual aesthetics. 5.11 The film is
fairly balanced. High-quality
artistic embodiment, excellent
musical accompaniment, a very
beautiful picture - the sea, palm
trees, sun, sky - you can watch and
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watch. The soundtrack has a lot of
elements like reggae, but that's not
the point. Fans of this genre will
love it. 6.11 Sometimes you want
to turn off this movie and go look
for another one. Or worse, buy a
copy of it (so don't be too lazy to
spend your time). 7.11
Unfortunately, due to the limited
budget and the fact that the film
does not have big beautiful scenes,
it does not compare to the Pixar
film. Didn't watch it to the end.
Too little action. I think they would
buy it on DVD. 8.11 Aspiration,
love and history are how this film
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is described in the catalog. 9.11 Of
all the films that I watched in the
East, he came to the West (by
"came" I mean the Pixar company)
one of the last (just over 2 years
ago). 10.11 But at the same time it
is considered one of the best fairy
tale films of the East, and it's true.
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